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Tumultuous year in more ways than one

Thanks to these replacements,
the Board continues to function
and to see it’s way through
facilitator funding turmoil,
another round of lockdowns,
and the shock departure of
Scott.

THE BOARD, AS ELECTED JANUARY 2021, FROM LEFT: MICHAEL
HOBSON; JOHN BALLIS; GUS HUGHES; JULIEANNE PEAVEY;
MELISSA AINSWORTH; DAVID MCANINLY; HELGA BINDER;
BARBARA WATERMAN; MISSING: JOHN MCCLUMPHA.

You may all recollect that long,
long ago, the 2020 AGM was
actually held in January 2021
due to lockdown difficulties.
The Board was refreshed and
new members, Gus Hughes and
Julieanne Peavey were elected
to the board.
Well, within a very short period
of time Julieanne became ill
and Frankie McClennan became
her proxy until she recovers.

www.blackrainbow.com.au
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We were so very grateful that
someone as experienced and
knowledgeable as Frankie found
the time to join us. Then Gus
Hughes found he could no
longer continue. We hardly had
time to sigh before another high
calibre volunteer stepped into
the breach. Helen Spittle, hiding
out on the family property
in Wonyip and considering
retirement put up her hand to
fill in until the next AGM.

Introducing Helen Spittle

Helen comes from a farming
background having spent her
early years on the family sheep
farm in the Grampians and later
in the south-west of WA. As a
teenager she spent weekends
in the garden and on field days
with her father, a committed
member of what was then ‘Men
of the Trees’.
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HELEN SPITTLE HIDING IN
A ROW OF NATIVES SHE AND
HUSBAND, ROBERT, PLANTED
ON THEIR PROPERTY IN WONYIP

Helen and her family have been
working on environmental
projects in the Wonyip district
since they bought their 72-acre
property back in 2005. Helen
is a foundation member of
the Wonyip Landcare Group,
which has rolled out a number
of important projects in the
Strzelecki Ranges including
the WWF funded project to

The insecurity during
September regarding lockdown
status by the end of the year
meant a decision was made
to again delay our AGM until
the end of January. We are
very hopeful that by then
we will be able to gather in
large numbers, deal with the
business of the day and finally
sit down and share a relaxed
time reconnecting with each
other. ■

SAVE THE DATE!

AGM, Friday
January 21, 2022

extend wildlife corridors for the
spot-tailed quoll, the creation
of Wonyipedia, a field guide to
the threatened and endangered
species of the Wonyip District,
and the establishment of the
Wonyip Conservation Trail.
Upcoming projects include
the creation of nest-boxes for
threatened arboreal species at
Wonyip.
Helen is currently the Senior
Leadership and Executive
Education Services Manager in
Monash University’s Business
School. In the coming years,
she hopes to spend more time
at their family’s off-grid home at
Wonyip so that she and Robert
can focus on establishing their
permaculture garden, tending
...continued on next page
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Bye bye Scott, hello Emily
Scott left his mark in our
network through his tireless
work on our seagrass restoration
project - a major initiative under
our flagship JARR program - and
his memorable interaction with
so many of our members.
He also kept the ship afloat
through 18 months of
lockdowns, angst and insecurity.

SCOTT ELLIOTT

It was a great blow to our
network when Scott Elliot
handed in his resignation,
after his wife, April,
was offered a position
she couldn’t refuse and
the family pulled up
stumps and moved to the
Bellarine Peninsula.
...continued from previous page

their beehives and planting
more wildlife corridors to
protect Wonyip’s diverse but
threatened flora and fauna.
Helen is keen to strengthen
Landcare links between the
city and the regions, having
already hosted a number of
city scout groups at Wonyip
over the years. She also wants
to involve the next generation
in protecting and promoting
the environment. Her daughter
Harriet established the Bayside
Intrepid Landcare Group which
is part of the Intrepid Landcare
Network for 18 – 35 year old
volunteers and her son Jack has
established Mission Matriarch
which focuses on sustainability
projects. ■

Sadly, lockdown meant we
could not give him the farewell
he deserved but he has
promised to come back and join
us for our AGM on January 21,
2022.
Nevertheless, we soldier on
and are very pleased to be
able to welcome Emily Physick
into the role (now called
Facilitator, not Coordinator)
and into our Landcare
community.
Physick (pronounced fizik)
is olde English for the art or
practice of healing disease.
Emily is a highly regarded
community engagement
professional with a focus on
facilitation and project planning,
who has recently made the
move to consultancy work.
Emily has tertiary qualifications
in social science and training
and assessment and is an active
and certified member of the
International Association for
Public Participation ( IAP2).
She has facilitated community
engagement workshops both
online and face to face.
To help you get to know her
here are ten interesting things
about Emily:
1. Studied social science and
environment at RMIT after

living and travelling overseas
for four years.
2. Overseas highlights include
volunteering for three months
to care for elephants in
Thailand. She was given her
own elephant Sri Nuan to
feed, wash and ride to work.
3. Taught English in China for
six months in a town on
the North Korean border.
She almost caused an
international incident when
out walking one day and
without realising was walking
up the road towards the
bridge over the river to North
Korea.
4. Grew up in Upper
Beaconsfield, but due to
her meteorologist father’s
collaborative work they also
lived in Colorado, Tennessee,
and UK for extended periods.
5. Greatest day ever was
attending the 2017 AFL Grand
Final and watching Richmond
win, having barracked
for them all her life. Emily
attends most of the games in
Melbourne and at least one
interstate game every year.
6. Has worked in local
government at Darebin,
Whittlesea, Nillumbik,
Melbourne, Hobsons Bay
and Bass Coast. She knows
bureaucracy!
7. In the most amazing case of
foresight, which will never
be bettered, she moved
from Melbourne to Inverloch
3 weeks before the global
pandemic began and has
spent every day since in love
with walking on the beach.
8. Lives with her beloved old
rescue dog Java – a red heeler,
kelpie mix.
9. Loves the colour green
10. Can’t count. ■

EMILY PHYSICK

Latest on
Facilitator
funding

After more than two years
of interim funding, delays
caused by research into
landcare volunteering,
COVID interruptions to
government budgets and
what appeared to be difficulty
in deciding what system
best suited funding needs of
networks, the Department
of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning (DELWP) finally
made available funding for
three year, part-time positions.
The agreement did not
come without an enormous
struggle by the YYLN board
over the best way to handle
employment requirements.
After much discussion over
alternatives it was agreed that
we would continue to use
the WGCMA as our host for
our employees. Although this
comes at a cost it provides
some degree of security for
our staff. ■
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Economy
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By John Ballis

Yarram Community
Energy hosted a Circular
Economy event on May
23, 2021.

development, which involves
a pyrolysis unit backed with
SoNick battery storage to
process the timber waste at the
mill and provide energy to the
mill.

It started with tours of the
Radial Timber mill in Livingston
Rd Yarram. This mill has been
in operation since the late
1980’s and was the brain child
of ex Yarram resident, Andy
Knorr. Since then it has been
developed to supply uniquely
milled and ethically sourced
radially cut timber across
Victoria.

Bio products produced
can create new business
opportunities for Yarram.

As the first tour at 10.00am was
so well attended the visitors
were split into two groups. One
group heard from Chris McEvoy,
Director of the Radial Timber
Mill, about how the radial
timber mill concept developed
and how it improves the yields
of the timber being used
and reduces wastage in the
milling process. He also talked
about the sustainable timber
plantations they have available
to make sure the mill is viable
well into the future.
The group then heard from
Brendan Lindstrom from
Regenerative Resources,
supported by Linda Ballis from
GridEdge, about the proposed
Yarram Renewable Energy Park

A research facility will also
be part of this stage, where
universities and other education
or research facilities can utilise
the pyrolysis machine for their
own research and education.
Further stages will involve a
larger pyrolysis unit to process
more of the timber waste from
the mill and from onsite at the
timber plantations providing
more energy for the mill. This
has the added benefit of making
the mill a closed loop business.
Hot houses or other similar
enterprises can be co-located
on site to utilise the energy
supplied or the heating that can
be provided from the bio-crude
oil.
Eventually a neighborhood
battery can be installed to
provide power for the wider
Yarram district.
Tony Britton, the Radial Timber
Mill Manager then took the
group on a tour through the
mill and explained the mill’s

MANY INTERESTED PARTICIPANTS AT THE RADIAL TIMBER TOUR
4

SCOTT ELLIOT EXPLAINING THE BLUE CARBON ASPECTS OF THE
YYLN CORNER INLET BROADLEAF SEAGRASS RESTORATION PROJECT

operations, including the shed
where the proposed community
solar installation will be
mounted.
For many Yarram and district
residents this was a great
opportunity to see what has
happened in the mill over the
past 10 years.
These two groups then
swapped over and then another
group at 11am repeated the
process.
The day’s events then continued
at the Regent Theatre, with
a number of displays where
people could talk to various
stall holders about a variety
of aspects of transitioning to
a circular economy for Yarram
and surrounding areas. These
stalls had a range of information
for residents, local farmers and
businesses.
These stalls included Radial
Timber Mill and Heartwood
Plantations, GLaWac and
Warrigunya Gunaikurnai
Land and Waters Aboriginal
Corporation, Star of the South,
Yarram Yarram Landcare
Network, Farmers for Climate
Action, Wellington Shire,
Gippsland Climate Change

Network, Gippsland Tafe,
Solar Victoria, Department
of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning, Latrobe Valley
Authority and Gippsland Smart
Specialisation, Radial Timber
Renewable Energy Park, and
GridEdge Battery Solutions.
Outside, Ian Southall from
GCCN had his renewable
energy trailer which is used to
showcase various renewable
energy technologies and how
they work. Ian takes this trailer
to various events and schools
where he has a program that
can be delivered to various
grade levels.
From 1pm there were a number
of presentations and this section
of the afternoon was chaired by
Matt Langdon from the Yarram
Traders Association. These
started with a welcome from
the Wellington Shire Mayor,
Garry Stephens, followed by a
presentation from Scott about
our Blue Carbon project at
Corner Inlet and how this can fit
into a circular economy. Andrew
Lester from Yarram Community
Energy Group then gave a short
talk about the newly formed
group and what they hope to
achieve in Yarram, including
...continued on next page
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By Barbara Waterman and David McAninly

Our changing weather
patterns are bringing
some challenging weather
events such as the storm
experienced on June 9.
It was a storm of huge
proportions; one we
had not experienced
here in Binginwarri and
surrounds for many years.

the restoration of the electricity
supply, others provided hot
food, showers and emotional
support to those in need.
Two local young women and
their families provided meals at
the Binginwarri Hall, which fed
almost 30 people on one night.
Then, Yarram Neighbourhood
Community House was
approached by one of the
young women, and due to their
support food was provided for
another 5 nights during the
power outage with assistance
from the local Scout group.

Firstly, the wind started up then
the power went off, then the
rain came bucketing down.
Fully grown grey gums were
uprooted as were smaller trees
and shrubs. Sheds were blown
over in 160km an hour winds
and in some areas over 200mm
of rain was recorded, which
caused flooding in many areas.
People told of the noise of the
wind being so deafening, trees
could not be heard falling,
likening the sound to rolling
thunder. Hundreds of trees were
uprooted in Binginwarri alone;
one small acreage on the Hedley
Range Road had 15 trees fall,
one narrowly missing the house.
At first light the following day
there were chainsaws buzzing
due to roads being blocked by
fallen trees with workers and

The Shire also provided portable
showers, which of course is a
blessing when you are a farmer
(or a smelly child). Not only were
they fed; people who attended
the hall were able to share their
experiences, as well as perhaps
their fears.

YOUNG NATIVE PLANTATION LAID TO RUIN BY STORM NEAR YINNAR SOUTH

farmers unable to get through.
We were all very fortunate not
to have homes destroyed or
lives damaged through injury
during the storm.
Dairy farmers rallied together in
order to milk their cows as many
folk didn't have a generator
large enough to cope with the

power required to run a dairy.
We heard of three farmers who
shared a generator between
them, walking the cows in one
milking after another. Such
is the power of a cooperative
community!
During the following two
weeks, whilst many awaited

Families with young children,
as well as people with health
issues or disabilities are very
vulnerable during blackout
periods, so it was wonderful
to hear the many stories of a
community helping out and
caring for someone they might
never have met before.
The evidence of the storm
prevails in many areas with
clean up still being carried out.
...continued on next page

...continued from previous page

getting members from Yarram
to join the project and move it
forward with their own areas of
expertise.
Matt Charles-Jones, founding
member of Totally Renewable
Yackandandah, then gave a
talk about how their renewable
energy group started and how
they have moved forward
towards an aim of being
100% renewable by 2022. This

involved educating people
about energy efficiency
measures they can take in their
own homes to reduce energy
consumption and putting solar
PV installations and/or batteries
on homes and businesses. The
group has also been involved in
making several local buildings,
like the fire station, energy
independent in case of an
emergency. They have recently
installed a community battery,

called Yack-01 as a further step
towards the 100% renewable
goal for energy security.
A panel discussion was next
with Matt Charles-Jones, Chris
McEvoy, Scott Elliott and
Andrew Lester, where members
of the audience asked questions
of the various presenters.
This turned out to be a very
successful day with many
residents of Yarram and

surrounding areas showing
interest in becoming involved in
the Yarram Community Energy
Group.
If you are interested in learning
more about the Yarram
Community Energy Group,
please go to the website: http://
yarramcommunityenergy.com/
or email: team@
yarramcommunityenergy.com
■
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...continued from previous page

Paul was asked “how did you
manage such a task?” and he
replied “we had ten experienced
people, 3 new trainees and 3
dogs!”.

The most significant triumph
when the chips are down is the
power of the human spirit!
Thank you to all the people who
reached out to lend a helping
hand when our community
was in need (I have not named
people just in case I miss
someone).

Local farmers Kelvin Trotman
and Joe Bowden moved
their cows a few kilometres,
twice a day, with each farmer
washing vats every day to avoid
contamination.

•••••••••••
The power was off in the
Stacey’s Bridge area at
approximately 6pm on June
9 and remained off for some
people for another 7 days.
The greatest issue for farmers
was “how do I milk the cows?”.
Hiring large generators from
Latrobe Valley was David and
Sue McAulay’s only option.
David was transporting the
hired generator from one of his
dairy farms to the other, milking

ANOTHER TREE BITES THE DUST

approximately 800 cows twice a
day. Additional fodder was also
needed for the cows to maintain
their milk production levels in
the cold and windy conditions.
David was on duty each day
during the storm event for
about 18 hours.
Also without power was Paul
and Lisa Mumford who milk 500

cows twice per day at their dairy
farm at Won Wron. They kindly
offered both of their neighbours
to use their dairy as they didn’t
have generators. In doing so
they milked an extra 300 cows,
with the additional issue of the
neighbour’s cows adapting
from a herringbone dairy to a
rotary system.

The weather has continued
to create difficulty during the
clean-up of the large trees to be
removed on many properties
and roadsides and proving very
difficult for large machinery on
very wet land.
We compliment the enormous
tasks undertaken by so many
volunteers to help out in any
way possible, and people
rallying to bring our community
together. ■

Report labelled ‘Victoria’s Extinction Disgrace’

by Helga Binder

A highly anticipated and deeply critical report from the Auditor General (VAGO) was tabled on the October 13, 2021 in the Victorian
Parliament. The report Protecting Victoria’s Biodiversity provides a caustic assessment of the failure of a plethora of Victorian
Government policies and programs designed to stop the decline and halt extinction of Victoria’s unique plants and animals.
It was scathing of the
management shown by the
Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning
(DELWP).
Their key conclusions stated
that:
• DELWP cannot demonstrate
if, or how well, it is halting
further decline in Victoria's
threatened species
populations.
• Much of the data used in
the models is old and likely
outdated, and has some
critical gaps. This raises
questions about the reliability
of the modelled outputs and
6

the decisions they support.
• DELWP’s cost-benefit
approach can also miss
endangered threatened
species at extreme risk of
extinction.
• DELWP has no transparent,
risk-based process to
prioritise these species for
management.
• DELWP continues to make
limited use of available
legislative tools to protect
threatened species.
• Funding available to DELWP
to protect species falls
significantly short of what it
predicts is needed. However
DELWP has not provided

detailed, evidence-based
advice to the government
about the costs and benefits
of protecting and monitoring
threatened species to support
further investment.
• It Iacks performance
indicators and reporting to
demonstrate the impact of its
management interventions
on halting the decline of
threatened species.
VAGO made nine
recommendations to
DELWP about improving its
overall performance and
DELWP accepted all nine
recommendations.

You can read the report
online and view a video and
other documents at https://
www.audit.vic.gov.au/
report/protecting-victoriasbiodiversity .
Victorian National Parks
Association (VNPA) labelled
the report ‘Victoria's Extinction
Disgrace https://vnpa.org.
au/victorias-extinctiondisgrace-scathing-reporthighlights-funding-failings-ofgovernment-to-halt-decline/
and has called on the
government to commit to a 4
point action plan. ■

Landcare Victoria inc
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By Trevor Colvin

Landcare Victoria Inc
(LVI) didn’t exactly leap
out of the starters gate
when it employed it’s first
CEO 2 years ago, but it
had the extra weight of
Covid in its saddle bags,
to slow it down

We asked Andrew what
he believed to be the
organisation’s three major
objectives for LVI at this point
and they are:

Continuing the horse racing
analogy, Landcare Victoria
was always going to be a
long distance event and not a
sprint and a lack of funding for
staff and the general delaying
difficulties caused by Covid 19,
have hampered its progress.

We also spoke to Landcare
Victoria Chair of the Board, Jane
Carney, who was appointed to
the role in May this year.

The first issue - initial funding
- was overcome by generous
philanthropists last July which
allowed Landcare Victoria to
appoint its first CEO, Andrew
Maclean.
Andrew has gone on to appoint
three support staff, the first
shortly after his appointment
and the most recent just
months ago. Andrew sees these
appointments as one of the
most rewarding aspects of his
job and the team now includes
Amanda Grace, Claire Hetzel
and Elissa Kasch. There is a
photograph and bio of each at
the end of this article, so you
can get to know the Landcare
Victoria team.

“The Landcare Victoria
Board had put considerable
thought into its strategic
purpose and priorities
before my commencement,''
said Andrew. “In many
respects, my position and
my appointment is a step
towards achieving the
objectives the Board had in
mind”.

• A strong voice for Victorian
Landcare
• A thriving and resilient
landcare community
• A healthy organisation

The Board has been developing
the goals and strategies since
the inception of Landcare
Victoria and now has a staff
capable of putting those
objectives into practice.
“With Andrew's knowledge and
experience assisting the board
we completed our strategic plan
earlier this year and we can now
give clear direction,” she said.
When she is not actively
involved with Landcare Victoria,
Jane operates a significant
beef producing business in the
high country and has a lot of
Landcare experience, as have
all the volunteer committee
members supporting Andrew
and his staff.
We asked Andrew and Jane if
it was a fair observation that
Landcare Victoria hasn’t been
seen around the member
groups and boards as much as
it perhaps could have been and
hasn’t been meeting as many as
it might have and both agreed
that was a fair comment.
“We have work to do in raising
Landcare Victoria’s profile
and explaining our role to the
landcare community,” said Jane
“and we simply haven’t had the
people to allow us to do that.

ANDREW MACLEAN

Fortunately we have overcome
that issue”.
Andrew added that “Covid has
been a very substantial dampener
on my ability (and that of the
Board and staff) to engage with
members in their regions and to
hear directly about their needs
and priorities. We’ve done a lot
of zooming, but it is just not the
same as meeting face to face.“
Andrew, Jane and the staff are
looking forward to getting
out and about in Victoria to
meet Landcare members,
facilitators and boards of
management. They will be
explaining the role of Landcare
Victoria and listening for
feedback.
Apart from the Board of
Management, Landcare Victoria
has a much larger Members
Council which is charged with
communicating directly with
Landcare at district level then
feeding back to Andrew and his
team.
“The Members Council also
needs… members! Enthusiasm
for participating has been
low. We have a chicken and

egg problem – the Members
Council will not be effective and
influential unless it has more
members and members will not
volunteer until they see that their
contribution will be effective and
influential” said Andrew.
Jane added “This has been a
concern for some time as we
recognise that the Members
Council is an essential avenue
for Landcare Victoria community
engagement and consultation on
policy matters.
We have established a Members
Council sub-committee to
reinvigorate and develop
capacity of the Members
Council. Beth Ripper, supported
by Claire Hertzel, lead the
COM sub-committee and they
are endeavouring to increase
representation and give purpose
to the council”.
Both Andrew and Jane readily
agree that the Members
Council until now hasn’t had
clear direction and hasn’t had
sufficient members, but that will
change in the very near future.
continued on next page...
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We asked
Andrew and
Jane what they
would really like
to achieve in the
next six months
or so.
Andrew Maclean.
“With some DELWP funding,
we want to initiate a major
landcare plan for Victoria.
This will involve substantial
engagement and identification of
the key issues facing community
landcare in the decade ahead.
This will not be a plan for
Landcare Victoria or DELWP or
the CMAs, but something akin
to a roadmap that all landcare
participants can follow in the
context of their own roles. It
will also be an important flag
planting activity for Landcare
Victoria as it asserts a new
and stronger role in support of
landcare in Victoria.
We must address the need to
identify greater and more secure
funding for the operations of
Landcare Victoria”.

Jane Carney.
• Finalise the scope of the
Landcare Plan and engage
a consultant to begin the
community engagement.
• Have the Members Council
resourced and working
correctly.
• Finalise a memorandum
of understanding with the
VFF with identified partner
opportunities.
• Raise the profile of Landcare
Victoria with partners and
stakeholders.
I• mprove engagement with Vic
Catchments to provide a more
8

JANE CARNEY

structured relationship between
landcare networks and the
CMA’s.
• Broker bi-partisan support
within the Victorian
Parliament.”

We asked Andrew
and Jane for their
most important
achievements in
the past year
Andrew.

The finalisation of a strategic plan
was an important milestone for
Landcare Victoria. The Board
has made numerous false starts
over some years to establish a
clear statement about Landcare
Victoria’s role, purpose and
priorities and we have that
now. It is not (and could not be)
everything, but it focuses our
work in helpful ways.
The second single biggest
achievement is securing funding
for Landcare Victoria to support
roll out of the Landcare Led
Bushfire Recovery Program. This
had two important effects. First,
it has plugged the large hole in
our revenues for this year and

Landcare Victoria desperately
needs to find revenue. And
secondly, it has also enabled
Landcare Victoria to adopt
new ways of working with our
Member Groups in the relevant
regions. We played an active
role in supporting Member
Group applications and have a
continuing role in supporting
the successful applicants to roll
out their projects, including
communications with Elissa’s
support. This is a pointer to a
new way of Landcare Victoria
creating value for its members in
the future.

Jane
I want to acknowledge the
philanthropic support provided
by Jim and Heather Phillipson
and William and Joanne
Crothers. Their support has been
instrumental in progressing our
strategic plan, it has allowed
Landcare Victoria to access the
additional skills and research
resources to understand our
potential role.
We were also able to commission
Kapil Kulkarni of RPS Group to
conduct a Cost Benefit Analysis of

the Victorian Landcare Program.
This study gave a Return on
Investment (ROI) for the Victorian
Government of $7 for every $1
invested with the conclusion that
greater future investment could
yield a higher ROI based on the
NSW Landcare ROI.
Landcare Victoria may have been
hampered firstly by funding and
secondly by Covid, but it now has
a clear direction, a competent
and eager staff and a committee
of management which knows
where it needs to be going. When
Covid gets out of the way, expect
to see and hear much more from
your representative body.

Quick staff
overview
Amanda Grace - Office
Coordinator
Amanda has been with
Landcare Victoria Inc since May
2018 and believes strongly
in the Landcare movement
and other community-based
environmental initiatives.
Amanda has successfully
completed a Bachelor of
Science (Biotechnology) as
...continued on next page
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AMANDA GRACE

CLAIRE HETZEL

well as certificates in Business
Administration, Community
Pharmacy and Security
Operations.

Andrew Maclean – CEO
Andrew Maclean has more
than 30 years of professional
experience in the natural
resource management sector.
He commenced as CEO of
Landcare Victoria in July 2020.
In prior roles he served as
CEO of Southern Gulf NRM in
north-west Queensland and
Executive Director of the Wet
Tropics Management Authority
in Cairns. His earlier career
was in Victoria with the State
Government.

Claire Hetzel - Landcare
Development Coordinator
Claire is a project manager with
more than 15 years experience
coordinating community-led
initiatives within the fields of
landscape restoration, urban
agriculture, urban forestry and
therapeutic horticulture. Claire
holds a Bachelor of Horticulture,
a Master of Education (Social
Ecology) and is a registered
Horticultural Therapist (HTR)
with the American Horticultural
Therapy Association.

Elissa Kasch Communications Specialist

ELISSA KASCH

Elissa has been working in
marketing and communications
for over 10 years and most
recently in the environmental
not-for-profit sector for the
last three years. Elissa has a
passion for the environment,
sustainability and biodiversity
and is currently studying a
Bachelor of Environmental
Science (Environmental
Management & Sustainability)
course part time.

Jane Carney - Chair of the
Committee of Management
A 5th generation farmer from
Rosewhite in NE Victoria, Jane
grew up with intensive irrigated

agriculture and has spent her
professional career working
within the agricultural sector
in Australia and the USA. With
qualifications in Agribusiness
and Project Management,
Jane has a keen interest in
Regenerative Farming and
Climate Adaptation. ■

(Editor’s note: Landcare
Victoria is currently seeking
members for this important
council. Why not contact
them on 9034 1940
and have a chat about
requirements.)

New fruit netting regulations are now in place
Since September 1, 2021, netting used to
protect household fruit trees, vegetable
gardens, or other fruiting plants must have
a mesh size of 5mm x 5mm or less at full
stretch.
You will need to comply with this new
mandatory requirement introduced under
Victoria’s Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Regulations 2019 (POCTA Regulations) or
you may be fined.

The maximum penalty for using fruit
netting that does not comply or for
advertising or offering non-compliant
netting for sale for household fruiting
plants is 15 penalty units ($2726.10 as at 1
July 2021). Infringements of two penalty
units ($363.48) and four penalty units
($726.96), as at 1 July 2021, can also be
issued for use, or sale, of non-compliant
netting, respectively.

The regulation applies to both the sale
and use of household fruit netting. It
does not apply to sale or use of netting in
commercial circumstances. For information
relating to this contact Agriculture Victoria.
■
https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/livestockand-animals/animal-welfare-victoria/poctaact-1986/protecting-fruit-trees-and-wildlife
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YYLN Board member
Michael Hobson’s
connection to the Yarram
region goes back a very
long way - certainly by
white fella standards
anyway.
The maternal side of his family
traces its roots back to the
First Fleet where his earliest
ancestor to come to Australia
had command of the ‘HMS
Alexander’ when it arrived in
Botany Bay. Perhaps that is
where the call to the sea came
from?
The paternal side of his family
were Tasmanian convict stock
and when time was served, they

became some of the earliest of
European settlers seeking to
make a new life in Gippsland.
Edwin Hobson came to Port
Albert in 1846 with his wife
Isabella and their son Benjamin
after marrying in Oatlands in
Tasmania in 1844.
Edwin became an innkeeper
at Woranga and their home
was named ‘Lillies Leaf’. In the
1850’s Edwin became a member
of the Alberton Roads Trust
(which was a precursor to the
Alberton Shire) and was reelected to the trust in 1856 and
1858. Also in 1858 Edwin and
Isabella’s son Benjamin applied
for 8 x 20 acre allotments in
the Balloong parish and this
began the family’s impressive
agricultural pursuits. In 1875

Benjamin purchased ‘Riversleigh’
one of the premier properties
in the region. In August 1877
Benjamin was elected a Shire
Councillor and went on to
become Mayor.
Michael’s grandfather was
Benjamin’s grandson, also
named Ben, who moved to the
family property in Port Albert
and spent much of his life at sea
as a fisherman.
Michael began his working life
as a professional fisherman in
Port Albert and became the fifth
generation of his family to do so.
“It truly was a wonderful way to
spend my twenties,” said Michael.
“Bass Strait was my workplace
and I explored its many wonders
in a vessel that had been built by
my grandfather. Working in the

environment came very naturally
to me, it was where I always felt
most comfortable as a child
growing up.”
It was during this time that
Michael first became involved in
Natural Resource Management.
An interest in how fisheries
were managed developed
into a broader interest in how
ecosystems functioned - more
importantly, how systems
that we traditionally viewed
as separate (such as the land
and the sea) are actually very
interconnected.
“It became apparent to me that
managing the environment in
distinct silos ignored the reality
of how our environment actually
works,” observed Michael. “I
became involved in projects
...continued on next page

MICHAEL AND HIS SONS ARLIN (9), CIAN (6) AND TEIGE (4) ENJOYING A BIT OF TIME OUT IN, YEP, YOU GUESSED IT, THE OCEAN
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restoring coastal wetlands.
Wanting to further this positive
change I joined the board of
Wetlandcare Australia in 1999
where I found like-minded
characters, many of whom I still
work with to this day,.
After spending 5 years working
in the super yacht industry
in the roles of Engineer, Mate
and Captain, Michael returned
to Port Albert to start his own
family. As well as further
developing the famous Port
Albert fish and chip shop he
opened a high-end restaurant
in the building next door and
called it ‘Wild Fish’.
He joined the Yarram Yarram
Landcare Network board in
October 2016 and in 2017 he
took on the role of committee
Chair of the Jack and Albert
River Restoration (JARR) project
and began on a journey of
connecting what happens on
land to what happens in the sea.
“I was attracted to the idea
of bringing together different
groups of people and industries
not traditionally involved in the
Landcare movement,“ he said.
The JARR film festival, held in
2018 is an excellent example
of this. Local school students
worked together with Landcare
volunteers and film industry
professionals to develop mini
documentaries about aspects
of our environment that were
important to them.
The subsequent results were
presented at a formal ‘Short
Film Festival’ held at the Regent
Theatre Yarram attended by
many interested members of
the community.
“The Seagrass Restoration
Project is another example of
how industries not traditionally

MICHAEL HEADING OUT TO LAY SOME SANDBAGS FOR THE SEAGRASS PROJECT

involved in Landcare can be
brought together to the benefit of
the environment,” said Michael.
Seagrass, the crucial habitat
required for healthy and
abundant schools of fish had
been diminishing in Corner Inlet
for many years. As part of the
JARR project it was recognised
that what happens on the land
also affects what happens in
the sea. So local landcarers
and commercial fisherpeople
got together and worked
out a scheme to remedy the
problem. The result gives us the
groundwork for looking at a
carbon credit scheme that may
include both green and blue
carbon.
“Participating in workshops and
conferences throughout the
years has also provided excellent
opportunities for our Network to
showcase the magnificent work
our volunteers do and to find
ways to improve what we do by
learning from others,” explained
Michael. He believes that

making positive change for the
environment is all the reward
Landcarers desire, however
it certainly is pleasing for our
organisation to be recognised
for the work that we do.
At the most recent Victorian
Marine and Coastal Awards
we were declared the Winner
for Distinction in Biodiversity
and Ecosystem Conservation
for our Corner Inlet Seagrass
Restoration Project.

“Sharing success with those
around us and inspiring new
people to become involved in our
critical work is the way Landcare
in our region will continue to
grow and make a difference for
future generations. I look forward
to continuing the work, hearing
about fantastic new initiatives
and connecting the people to
make things happen.” ■

MICHAEL ACCEPTING THE SEAFOOD INDUSTRY AWARD
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By Trevor Colvin

In the last issue we looked batteries so that the same make
and model will be available
at the experiences of four to you at a later date allowing
you to add to your battery
different families living
when money and need
‘off-grid’ and talked about bank
allows. Because batteries are so
their experiences, the
important, we will devote some
space to the different types
learning curve involved,
available.
the wins they had and the
What does ‘Offmistakes they made.
This article delves more into
what an off-grid system is and
what a hybrid off-grid system
is, some of the components
involved and some of the likely
costs. On this latter point, the
amount of dollars you can
spend on a system is really
critical and almost everyone
who sets up their own power
supply will acknowledge they
perhaps should have spent
more. So, budget wisely and
stretch yourself.
Expect to spend a minimum of
$20,000 and perhaps double
that to run a normal home with
normal appliances at normal
voltage (240 volts AC).
The critical component of any
system is the battery bank, so
whatever you do, don’t scrimp
on that. Get the biggest and
best you can, even if it means
you may not have as many
inputs initially as you might
like (solar, wind, micro hydro,
backup generators are inputs).
These can be added as more
money becomes available.
So, I can not stress this enough.
Get all the battery power you
will need in the foreseeable
future upfront. If you can’t afford
to do that initially, buy good
batteries but make sure they
will still be available for you
to add to in time. Batteries do
not ‘mix and match’ so choose
12

Grid’ mean?

Simply put, it is supplying
power to a home which is not
connected to the electricity grid.
This is not to be confused
with the tens of thousands of
Australian homes with solar
panels on the rooftop. Most of
those are simply putting power
into the main electricity grid in
order to save money and do not
store energy.

Hybrid System
An off-grid system with more
than one input source; and the
common available input sources
are solar, wind, micro hydro
and petrol or diesel generators.
A well set up system might
include all four and certainly
three. Why? because the wind
doesn’t always blow and the
sun doesn’t shine 24 hours a day
and yet the need for power to
your home is constant.

Batteries - the
core of the
system
Homes use electricity and
your batteries will store and
provide that electricity. Without
getting too technical, Australian
homes use between 7 kilowatt
hours and 15 kilowatt hours
a day. People living off-grid
are often on the lower side
because they know how not to

waste electricity but also often
because they don’t build a big
enough system. Be aware.
So, what is a kilowatt hour?
Simply put it is the amount
of electricity needed to run
something. A device needing
1,000 watts would use one
kilowatt hour in one hour (and
a clothes dryer uses about 1,000
watts). A 100 watt light globe
would use a kilowatt hour in ten
hours.
A ceiling fan uses about 60
watts and an air-conditioner in
excess of 1,000 watts. An electric
kettle uses approximately 1,200
watts. A computer monitor uses
about 25 watts. It varies a lot
as you can see from these few
examples and there are online
tools to help you measure your
power needs and any good offgrid installer will do that for you.
It really is your starting point.
It is becoming more and more
difficult to install off-grid
power systems without using
professional advisors and
installers. This may add to the
cost, but it does save people
killing themselves.
We are assuming in this article
that you want to run a normal
home using 240 volt appliances
therefore, you need to establish
how much power you need
first and then ensure you have
enough battery storage to
match it.

Battery Types
Any and all of the deep cycle
batteries work, but some are
more efficient for off-grid
use and therefore more cost
efficient than others. When a
battery is charging during the
day, that is a cycle, when they
are discharging at night, that is
another cycle.

Below are brief descriptions
of the four main types. We
urge you to really do your
homework because the battery
bank you choose is perhaps
the most important part of the
installation and deserves a lot of
attention.
Lead Acid
May be cheaper than other
options but that might be false
economy. Lead acid batteries
can’t handle as many cycles
as other types, so effectively
they will wear out sooner. Lead
acid batteries also can’t be
discharged as deeply as some
other types without shortening
their useful life. They also
require more space than other
types and can be more volatile.
Nickel Cadmium
A good battery allowing more
cycles than lead acid but if
you are concerned about the
environment, cadmium is a
highly toxic heavy metal and
these batteries were developed
a long time ago, before
environmental concerns. They
are difficult to recycle.
Lithium
This technology allows more
power with less physical space
than lead acid and they can be
fully discharged without harm,
which lead acid batteries can
not. There are two types of
lithium batteries and one (LFC)
charges more quickly than the
other.
Sodium Nickel Chloride
This technology is
environmentally very friendly
which is important at the end
of its life, does not require
special ventilation, can operate
...continued on next page
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in extreme temperatures and it
might be the best option even
though it is not the cheapest in
terms of initial outlay.

Inverter
You will need an inverter, which
is a device to turn your battery
voltage, which is direct current
(be it 12v, 24v or 48v) into
usable alternating current 240
volt power which your home
will run on.
Don’t scrimp on the inverter
either. Make sure it can handle
more than one input source
(solar, wind, hydro) and can
deliver a high constant load and
a high peak load when power
hungry devices are turned on.
Your inverter may also act as
a controller for all the input
energy, so it is a very important
part of the mix. If you want
to consider Australian made,
consider ‘Selectronics’ because
service and advice will be local if
(and when) you need such help.

Establishing
your sources of
input

Whichever way you lean,
having two input sources AND a
backup generator makes good
sense.

If you live in a windy place,
with grey skies a lot of the time,
you may decide wind is your
predominant input device, with
solar as backup.

Note of caution: Beware of any
installer who does not consider
all the options best suited
for your needs. If they simply
suggest a lot of solar panels and
nothing else, find someone else.
A good installer/supplier will
advise you properly. ■

If you live in a sunny, virtually
windless environment, solar
will make more sense as your
primary input source.
If you live on a river or decent
creek with a waterfall or steep
drop, you might consider microhydro as a major input source
because it can and should
operate 24 hours a day, every
day (barring debris snags or
mechanical breakdown).
Diesel or petrol generators are
also a very important backup
and can be hooked into your
system to automatically cut in
when needed.

So, to start
1. Establish what your
power needs will be
and you can do this
with readily available
online tools.
2. Find a good installer
who is not one
dimensional.
3. Don’t scrimp on the
dollars if you can
avoid it, because the
better the system the
less hassle you will
have. ■

Who dug the hole?

This question was put to the
Wonyip Landcare group in
August this year with a range
of responses - wombat, deer,
lyrebird, echidna - with echidna
being the hot favorite.
Lo and behold, the true digger
was captured on camera near
Golden Creek soon after.
Wonderful to know that
bandicoots are still around.

VALE Roy Proudley 28/7/1935 to 18/3/2021
He was a great story teller and
very much wanted to become
Prime Minister so he could put
more money into Landcare and
run the country better than any
living politician!

Binginwarri Landcare
member, Roy Keith Proudley
passed away on March 18
this year after several years
of painful and debilitating
illness.

He was an enthusiastic
Landcarer - loving the tree
plantings he did, though was
not very social. But when he
did socialise he was a very
interesting and humorous man.

He leaves behind active
Landcarer, Kaye Proudley,
and will be missed by
family, Landcare members
and his lawn bowls
buddies. ■

One year he painted
rocks as prizes for
Landcare awards.
Some very lucky
people received a
unique treasure (as
shown right).
He also loved his lawn
bowls and would do
almost anything to
attend his club several
times each week.
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Albert River
Much activity has occurred
over the past 6 months
at the ‘Annie Greenaway
Reserve’, Minnie ha ha Falls at
Hiawatha.
Wellington Shire have installed
new toilets and planted
approximately 400 small native
trees on the river bank to
stablise the surrounds.
Another addition has been the
installation of treated pine posts
to protect the area near the falls
for swimmers and to prevent
vehicle access. The new tables
and mounted chairs look very
impressive.
This has been a tremendous
effort from the Shire, especially
as an agreement was drawn up
for completion within 5 years.
Congratulations to the people
involved as the majority of work
has been completed in just 3
years.
Many thanks to the Wellington
Shire Council, Albert River
Landcare Group, Yarram Yarram
Landcare Network, Davidson’s
Quarry, West Gippsland
Catchment Management
Authority and the private
landholders who have all

turned the landscape into an
impressive area for all the enjoy.
Weather conditions have
restricted the VicRoads crew
from mowing the Albert River
Reserve at the Alberton Bridge.
Our Landcare mowers weren’t
suitable for the wet conditions
either. Let’s hope we can get
onto the reserve once some sun
shines.
The Albert River Landcare
Group have been attending
to the Reserve for a period of
27 years. It was 1994 that the
group adopted it. The debris
and broken sticks and branches
were being used to light fires
for barbecues, so the group
purchased a gas barbecue
for public use. A rope and
fence were also installed to
protect the vegetation. Two
fishing decks were built on the
river bank and more recently
interpretative information
boards were mounted on
the walls near the seats and
benches. Our group plan to
build cement ramps for small
boats to use.
PS. Many thanks to a local
‘unknown’ who quietly mows
the area near the toilet and
seating area. Much appreciated!

NEW TOILET FACILITIES AT HIAWATHA
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THE SECRET FALLS OF ALBERT RIVER

Binginwarri
Although we have been in
lockdown on and off since the
last YYLN newsletter, many
people have been getting on
with works on their properties
as well as recovering from
the huge weather event we
experienced on June 9. Despite
not been able to get together as
a group, many of us have kept
in touch in order to keep the
thread of communication alive
and 'checking in' on the health
and well-being during periods
of isolation.
The year so far has brought
about the loss of loved ones
for two of our local families.
Firstly, on March 18, 2021 Roy
Proudley's long battle with ill
health ended in Yarram Hospital.
His family were by his side
and farewelled him with love
and many blessings to send
him through to the other side.
Our condolences were sent to
Kaye and her family. Roy will
be sadly missed by his family
as well as our community. He
was an active member of our
community together with being
an ardent Landcare supporter.
Our other family affected by
loss was the Kay's. Neil Kay
was a farmer, a family man

and strong, knowledgeable
advocate for the well-being of
our flora and fauna. Neil died
doing what he loved, being on
the farm; he was tragically killed
in a farming accident on May
20, 2021. Although the family
was devastated by his death,
Ann told us she was grateful
Neil died doing what he loved,
rather than possibly suffering
with long term illnesses. He had
battled cancer as well as the
ongoing effects of Parkinson's
Disease. Our heartfelt sympathy
goes to Ann and her family as
well as others affected by the
loss of a beautiful friend and
neighbour.
Many of us were fortunate
enough to obtain some
eucalyptus tubes, which were
otherwise heading for the
mulcher. These were gratefully
obtained from Gelliondale
Nursery and a very welcome
contribution to revegetating
part of the Waterman property
on Hedley Range Road.
1,000 trees will make a huge
difference to a degraded area
which flows in to the Nine Mile
Creek.
We are endeavouring to find
out whether a restoration
project is possible on the piece
of State-owned land we visited
last year for a ‘walk, talk and
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gawk’ on Stoites’ Road, known
as H18. Wheels turn slowly
when dealing with government
departments, however we are
hopeful something might come
of John McClumpha's enquiries.
Dave Smith organised a walk
in to 'Secret Falls' back in April
and hopes to do the walk
again during Spring. If you are
interested in tagging along
please let me know barbara@
setc.net.au and we can organise
a date.
Easter Monday saw 4 intrepid
walkers brave the wilds of the
upper Albert River, to hike,
climb, crawl and slither to
view all 5 drops of the Secret
Falls in fine weather. Dave
Smith as guide, along with a
few keen walkers, spent a few
adventurous hours in the bush
amongst native vegetation and
wet, steep, slippery ground
to view the dramatic falls in
all their splendor. The track,
initially fairly easy, leads to the
downstream side of the top tier
of the falls. After climbing over
several fallen logs and crossing
steep sections, the crew came
out onto the river bed on a fairly
level part to have a magnificent
view. (See photo). Having seen
this, they were keen for some
more adventure and sightseeing, so followed the much
more difficult and potentially
dangerous track to the lower
levels, muddy legs and several
leech bites. All enjoyed the walk
and considered the time well
spent.
After the date and photos
were posted to the Binginwarri
Landcare subgroup FB page,
other members expressed
regret about being unable to
attend. ■

Yarram
Urban
Yarram Urban Landcare
Group has been active
during the past year,
while conforming to the
relevant COVID 19
restrictions, working to
reinvigorate the Yarram
Botanical Gardens beside
Nightingale Park.
The group took on the
challenge of returning the long
neglected Yarram Botanical
Gardens to its intended purpose
of highlighting the plants
indigenous to the local area, late
in 2014.
At that point the gardens
were overgrown with weeds,
boxthorn, gorse, bridal creeper
and pittosporum.
A small group of regulars has
been meeting most Wednesday
and Thursday mornings to
remove weeds and to plant
seedlings indigenous to the
former Alberton Shire.
Many hundreds of volunteer
hours have been spent weeding
the more established gardens
and mowing and line trimming
the pasture grass that had
previously dominated the
garden.
An ongoing effort at collecting
fallen branches and bark has
allowed the line trimming to
be more effective, while the
collected bark and sticks have
been set aside to be converted
into mulch for the planting.
At our April meeting Robert

BULBINE LILLIES ARE PUTTING ON A SHOW AT THE MOMENT

Anderson outlined the progress
with planting of seedlings, the
progress is listed separately
below, and he suggested areas
for coppice planting as well as
the potential to regenerate the
bog pond area with suitable
plant varieties.
Discussion followed with
agreement to strive for
completely indigenous planting
and a limited consensus that
plants be trimmed but not be
removed until a replacement is
available, perhaps in the spring
plantings we are undertaking in
coming weeks.
On Wednesday, May 5 a well
attended working bee took
place, with Paul Savage able to
provide the use of his tractor
with flailing attachment that
converted about 100 metres

of bark and branches into a
significant volume of mulch
which we have raked up and
used on the garden beds.
In February someone stole or
removed our signpost indicating
the location of the gardens
and we are currently sourcing
another using local businesses.
The theft was reported to the
police but nothing has been
heard since.
A positive community use of
the garden has been noted with
occasional groups of people
using the picnic tables we
installed late in 2019.
The Yarram Kindergarten has
also been using the gardens
a couple of days a week for
adventure and nature study
activities for the children.
15
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They look quite cute in their
small hi-vis vests, walking all
the way from the kinder at the
Yarram Hub to have morning
tea and lunch in the garden.
Recently they constructed
a cubby house made from
collected branches and bark.
The suspension of a number of
projects because of COVID-19
restrictions has limited our
involvement in other projects.
We were looking forward
to being involved in a bird
awareness activity with
ornithologist Dallas Wyatt in
the gardens on Sunday, June 20
which unfortunately had to be
abandoned because of lockdown restrictions.

PAUL SAVAGE CONVERTS
WASTE BARK TO MULCH

HOW CUTE ARE THESE KINDIE KIDS STUDYING NATURE?

After many months waiting we
have been able to purchase
a side-throw mower as
an alternative to paying a
contractor $50 a month to mow
the entrance to the gardens.
Anne Hill has been putting
it to good use keeping the
pasture grass under control,
transforming the look of the
gardens. Combined with the
line trimmer working where the
mower won’t go, the gardens
are looking quite park-like now
instead of an overgrown weed
patch.
Planting in Yarram’s Bicentennial
Botanic Gardens were
undertaken by members of
Yarram Urban Landcare Group
on the following dates.

28 May 2020
2 x Stylidium graminifolium.
(Trigger plant); 5 x Acacia
brownii. (Heath Wattle); 1 x
Leucophyta brownii. (Cushion
bush); 3 x Bulbine bulbosa.
(Bulbine lily); 15 x Dianella
revoluta. (Black anther Flaxlilly); 11 x Themeda trianda.
16

ANGIE GUTOWSKI JUST LOVES
WEEDING THE GARDEN

16 September 2021
GLENDA AMOS AND ROBERT ANDERSON PLANTING INDIGOFERA

(Kangaroo grass); 6 x Indigofera
australis. (Austral Indigo); 1 x
Dianella longifolia. (Pale Flaxlily)

8 September 2020
16 x Disphyma crassiflium.
(Rounded Noonflower)
; 0 x Arthropodium strictum.
(Chocolate Lily); 35 x Bulbine
bulbosa. (Bulbine Lily); 40 x
Wahlenbergia sp (Bluebell);
35 x Rytidosperma sericeum.
(Wallaby Grass)9-10-20; 4 x
Allocasuarina littoralis. (Black
She-oak); 6 x Coronidium
gunnianum. (Pale Everlasting);
10 x Senecio pinnatifolius.
(Variable groundsel)

31 March 2021
7 x Xanthorrhoea minor. (Grass
tree); 2 x Hardenbergia violacea.
(Native Sarsparilla); 2 x Herbertia
acicularis. (Prickly Guinea
flower); 8 x Lomandra longifolia.
(Spiny headed mat rush); 1
x Banksia marginata. (Silver
Banksia); 4 x Correa reflexa.
(Common Correa)

12 April 2021
14 x Coronidium gunnianum.
(Pale everlasting)

24 May 2021
5 x Coprosina quadrifide (Prickly
currant bush).

7 x Themeda triandra ( Kangaroo
grass),; 2 x Kennedia prostrata
(Running postman),; 1 x Acacia
verticillata (Prickly moses); 1 x
Allocasuarina littoralis (Black
sheoke); 1 x Grevillea chrysphaea
(Golden grevillia)

1 October 2021
6 x Senecio pinnatifolia (Coastal
groundsel); 4 x Banksia
integrifolia (Coastal banksia); 2
x Allocasuarina litoralis ( Black
sheoke); 3 x Allocasuarina
paludosa (Swamp sheoke); 2 x
Grevillea chrysophaea (Golden
grevillia)

We invite you all to
please take a friend to
have a look.
We may be able to attract a
member or two if you do. ■
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Merriman
Creek
Our group was lucky enough
to hold several meetings
throughout the year 2021
between COVID lockdown
events.
Our first meeting was held on
February 22 and attracted local
visitors due to discussion on the
potential impacts to those of us
who have licenced crown land
water frontages along Merriman
Creek, and the new regulations
to allow the public to use them
for recreation purposes.
As a result of discussion at this
meeting, it was decided that
we approach the Victorian
Fisheries Authority and invite
them to speak to us regarding
these proposed regulations.
We also had a new Stradbroke
landholder and new owner
of ‘The Electronic Barn’, Steve
Marks, come and give us a
demonstration with one of the
new drones on the market.
Steve also allowed us to operate
it and showed us some of its
applications and features. It
was great to meet Steve and for
him to also meet some of his
neighbours and locals.
On March 11 the CEO of the
Victorian Fisheries Authority,
Travis Dowling, and his
colleague Chris Padovani
came to the Stradbroke Hall
to address a public meeting.
Unfortunately, a local fire
event on that very afternoon
hampered the attendance of
many locals who also volunteer
with our Stradbroke Fire
Brigade. Nevertheless, the event
was still very well attended and
we thank Michael Hobson who

facilitated the discussion.
A list of questions were
presented to our speakers who
tried to allay our concerns.
With some of our locals already
dealing with the on-going
issues of litter, illegal camp
fires, dogs off leads, human
waste, trespassing etc., along
their farm boundaries with
the Ninety Mile Beach, it was a
hard sell for our presenters to
convince the audience there will
be no impacts and there will be
support for them.
Since this meeting and after
many locals submitted feedback
to DELWP’s consultation process,
the draft regulations have been
modified to address concerns,
particularly how they relate to
camping, which came into effect
on 1 September. Camping is
now only permitted on licensed
crown river frontages that have
been ‘assessed and designated’
as suitable for camping.
Selected sites for camping will
be assessed and determined
to be suitable from a range
of perspectives, including
meeting the regulatory
parameters, the potential
impacts on environmental
values, adjoining farming
interests and traditional owner
heritage values. Designated
camping areas will be released
in stages along priority
rivers following a thorough
assessment process. Thankfully,
in areas where there is a riparian
management licence, or licence
for the purpose of conservation,
these will not be included as
possible camping areas for
further assessment. Initially
assessments will be focused in
northern Victoria. Additional
sites on other priority fishing
rivers around the state will be
progressively assessed and

opened up for camping over
the next 18 months. The site
assessment process will proceed
in a staged approach for the
next 18 months. Stay tuned.
May 12 saw a public meeting
at the Giffard West Hall filled
to overflowing with district
locals as well as the Mayor
and Councillors from the
Wellington Shire Council and
Danny O’Brien, State Labor
MP.
Our district has been designated
as a ‘Renewable Energy Zone’
and as a means of transitioning
our State from natural gas
and coal resources to renewal
energy, and given our proximity
to the Latrobe Valley, we will
see transmission infrastructure
constructed in order to send the
power from future renewable
energy projects in our area to
the Valley.
As a result, Solis RE, a renewable
energy consulting company
hosted the meeting to
announce our area is in the
conceptual stage of becoming
the ‘Gippsland Renewable
Energy Park’!
Solis RE advised that local
developers are leading three
projects, with one in our local
area to comprise of a 5000 acre
solar farm. Whilst many people
embrace a clean energy future,
local landholders are concerned
about the many impacts
such as; land values, visual,
acoustic and traffic impacts, to
name a few. Since then, other
developers have knocked on our
doors, looking for potential sites
for other solar, green hydrogen
and wind farm project sites.
We are also currently waiting
to hear from the proposed
transmission company who are
looking at suitable corridors for

constructing new transmission
towers. Deja vu for many local
farmers who have seen the
same issue with regards to the
Bass Link tower project twenty
years ago! These proposed
projects are in addition to the
‘Star of the South’ project, which
is fast becoming a reality from
the project proposal phase.
The Merriman Creek group
met again on September 2
and it was unfortunate that
Scott Elliott, our former
Facilitator, was unable to
attend before his departure
from the Network.
We wish Scott all the best for
his and his family’s future and
thank him for his three years of
support to our group!
Thank you also to Peter who
made sure the fire was lit and
the supper room was warm for
us to meet.
The meeting was quite a social
event with many members not
seeing each other ‘face to face’ in
a very long time and we enjoyed
supper whilst sharing discussion
on each of our current Landcare
farm projects. We have all been
busy with rabbit and weed
control, cleaning up after the
terrible storm in June and busy
planting trees in a very wet
season – something we haven’t
seen in many decades! Such a
welcome contrast to the three
years of extreme drought we
have recently endured. Despite
the current pandemic, members
were upbeat and happy to
finally interact again.
All going well with the future
COVID situation, the group
hopes to have a Christmas
meeting later this year, having
had to cancel the previous
one. Like other rural areas, the
pandemic has seen many new
17
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By our Landcare groups
people purchase property and
move to our wonderful district,
and we hope they will come
along and participate in our
wonderful local community
groups. ■

Woodside
The Woodside Landcare Group
has met regularly so far this
year despite Covid looming
in the state. Winter rains have
turned our district lush and
sodden where one member
reported being bogged twice
by morning smoko.
All the creeks and intermittent
waterways are flowing and
Jack Smith Lake is gloriously
full. The sub soil is saturated
for the first time in many years
to the relief of landholders, the
Mullungdung forest and many
old trees in the district.
The Multi Species Cover Crop
demonstration sites that are on
two member’s properties are
progressing well and we hope
to have a field day in the near
future when the soil dries off a
bit. The unusual mix of species
and the use of the SoilKey at
both sites have created interest
within the group.

state government’s proposed
64km row of pylons to the
Latrobe Valley. Our community
does not want another row of
Basslink like pylons.
In contrast Star of the South, the
offshore wind turbine company
has been open and consultative.
They are committed to
undergrounding their onshore
transmission line which will pass
through the landcare areas of
Woodside and Giffard.
At our June meeting Susan
McMillan, the Community
Relations Officer for Star of the
South, was our guest speaker.
She gave a detailed account of
the company’s progress and
the environmental studies that
are being conducted both off
and onshore. Susan explained
the directional drilling that will
occur under the dunes at Reeves
Beach to protect the fragile
dune structure.
Several Woodside members
will have the underground
transmission line cut through
their properties. Star of the South
is currently in negotiations
with these farmers. A Woodside
Landcare member is also on the
Star of the South Community

Advisory Group which meets
every six weeks and provides
an opportunity for issues and
concerns to be addressed.
We gathered to hold our
32nd AGM on August 18,
2021 and there was a healthy
attendance with everyone
very happy to be ‘out in the
real world’ again.
All positions remained the same,
with the exception of a change
in the secretarial position.
Sadly our dear Secretary, Nicki
Jennings, has completed
her promised two years of
secretarial duties in a record 4
years! What a tight ship Nicki
has run. Nicki’s expertise and
knowledge will be sorely missed
and we thank Nicki for keeping
us all in order and informed for
double the time she expected.

Jane Gordon has been
resurrected as the secretary and
will endeavour to soldier on in
the manner to which you have
all become accustomed. Fergus
Irving will continue to be our
guiding light as Chairperson,
Bryan Walpole is our Treasurer.
After some lengthy discussion
it seems that Bryan has been
our Treasurer for in excess of
20 years. Goodness that snuck
up on us! Thank you Bryan for
you expert control of the purse
strings. Kay Belcher has kindly
agreed to continue on as our
Catering Officer. Without Kay
and her delectable delights,
our meetings would not be the
same. All members are hoping
for more regular meetings next
year. ■

WOODSIDE MEMBERS CHECK IF THEIR PROPERTY IS IMPACTED
BY UNDERGROUND TRANSMISSION LINE PLANNED BY
STAR OF THE SOUTH

Solis RE, the company that
hopes to build 10,000 acres
of solar panels at Giffard, was
eventually shamed into holding
a public meeting at the Giffard
West Hall in May.
Many Woodside members
attended the packed meeting
and expressed their concern
at the company’s lack of
community consultation and
engagement over what would
be a major land use change
for the district. This solar farm
would also be dependent on the
18
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by Cousin Wally

Cousin Wally

running over all those rare
plants.”
“Yeah, I can see that Rose but
this bloke ‘Government’ can’t
see that.”
“I wonder where Wally will go
now that they have wrecked his
grazing area and burrows?”
“He will go onto the farm land
nearby and dig a few holes in
the paddocks there.”

I have not received any question to respond to in this
issue so I will relate a conversation I heard recently
about a devastating event in the area where I live.
Rose and her partner Red, a pair of Crimson rosella
were sitting in a tree above me. I don’t think they knew
I was there but I heard every
word they said.
“What’s all that machinery
doing Red?”
“They’re cutting down
the trees and carting
them away.”
“Why are they doing that Red?”
“Something to do with making
money, whatever that is.”
“But that tree they are cutting
down is where we nest every
year.”
“Yeah, I know Rose. But they
don’t care.”
“But where will we nest this
season Red?”
“Probably won’t be able to Rose.
Our family will not continue
without a nesting place.”
“Who’s cutting them down
Red?”
“Some bloke called
Government, Rose. Whoever
he is”
“Well, this bloke ‘Government’
does not really care, does he
Red?”

“Nah, he don’t care. He just
wants to make money”
“But what about Olly, the
Powerful Owl and his partner?
If they take his nesting tree they
won’t be able to nest either and
they are a threatened species,
which means they may not be
around for long.”
“Yeah, that’s right Rose. But the
Government bloke don’t care”
“There’s also George and
Geraldine, the greater gliders,
they are threatened also and
they are good food for the
Powerful Owl. Their homes are
going also. This will mean there
will be less for the Powerful Owl
to eat, Red”
“That’s absolutely correct Rose.
But the bloke ‘Government’
don’t care.”
“Look Red, that machine is

“Yeah, and the farmer will
probably come and try and
shoot him.”
“Yeah, that’s what some of them
do. They just don’t care.”
“But if they cut down all the
trees and damage all the
undergrowth, all the birds and
animals will die out and the
biodiversity will collapse.”
“That’s right Rose, and mankind
is part of biodiversity so that
will be the end of mankind. But
this bloke ‘Government’ won’t
care. Or when he does, it will
probably be too late”
“Yeah, Red, but that’s alright
because he just don’t care.”
“This bloke ‘Government’ has
policies to protect forests
where these endangered and
threatened species live, but he
also has policies which allow
him to remove trees and hence
destroy the forests where these
endangered and threatened
species live. Which means his
policies don’t mean anything as
they cancel each other out.”
“Yeah, they don’t mean much.
They just don’t care.”

I wandered off not really
understanding why
this bloke ‘Government’
wants to destroy our
homes and what all
this money business
was about. But I am
only a tired old wombat
who only believes in
nature and its natural
balance, which has been
successfully working for
millions of years.
I don’t understand this
acquisitiveness towards
making money but
disregarding the natural
balance of nature in the
process.
This bloke ‘Government’
had better pull up his
socks and stop wrecking
the biodiversity as it
obvious to ‘‘Blind Freddy’
that it can only lead to
the end of life here on
earth.
Oh well, better get about
digging some new
burrows. Maybe if I dig
it big enough, this bloke
‘Government’ might fall
in and I can bury him
and that might stop this
senseless destruction.
Then he might care.

■

“Maybe we could get some
machinery and cart away this
bloke ‘Government’s’ house”
“Yeah, but he probably has
another policy preventing that
and for that one he would care
about.”
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by Jason Pickering

Woody Weeds
We at Yarram Yarram Landcare
Network are pleased to report
that our Woody Weed Control
Project has now concluded and
must be judged an outstanding
success.
The purpose of this important
project was to encourage whole
neighbourhoods from within
the Jack River, Albert River and
Tarra River catchment areas,
including both private and
public landholders to control
persistent woody weeds
together, greatly reducing the
chance of re-infestation and
subsequent spread in following
seasons. The three target
species of this funded activity
were Blackberry, Boxthorn and
Gorse.
Eradicating woody weeds within
a habitat not only supports
a cleaner, more attractive
landscape, but it helps to
deliver a greater native fauna
and flora diversity within the
forest understorey. Woody weed
presence can severely limit the
ability of native fauna to move
freely throughout their natural

range and may have serious
consequences on access to
vital foraging and reproduction
territories, which in time could
adversely affect overall species
dispersal.
Typically weed species are
dominant competitors and
as such, early colonisers of
disturbed ground. Their removal
encourages habitat recovery,
supporting recolonisation
of indigenous vegetation
contained within the residual
soil seedbank.
From an agricultural
perspective, woody weed
removal promotes a reduction
in pest pressure. They provide
recognised habitat for invasive
and destructive pests such as
foxes and rabbits, and we all
know that removing these pest
species from our properties
creates immediate benefit in
reduced land degradation and
interspecific competition for
resources.
For this particular weed control
project there was an emphasis
on building a treatment strategy
based upon network wide

WOODY WEEDS SUCCESSFULLY REMOVED

collaboration, and that is what
ultimately guided the great
success of this project. Whilst
aiming initially for 100-ha of
woody weed control, through
collaborative effort and the
building of relationships that
naturally coincide with this
approach, we were able to far
exceed our original expectation
by completing just over 261-ha
across three years of control
work. This is a fantastic joint
effort and an overall result that
all project participants should
feel very proud of.
With respect to our project
delivery, an emphasis was
placed on developing "clusters"
of neighbouring properties
willing to tackle a problem
within their region and
wherever possible to expand
the reach of these actions. Many
private landholders previously
expressed that with respect
to weed control they often
feel that "they may be doing
their bit, but a neighbouring
landholder isn't!" We found
that many private landholders
and public land managers,
are in fact completing their
own weed control work, just
not concurrently with that of
neighbouring properties and
this leads to greater weed reemergence for all in successive
seasons.
Our efforts to coordinate weed
control activities to occur
simultaneously seemingly
created increased enthusiasm
for all participants, and very
pleasingly even some previously
recalcitrant neighbouring
properties, knowing that
this opportunity afforded an
increased chance of successful
control for all involved.

As a result of continuing
project interest and the superb
outcomes achieved by not only
the participating landowners,
but the net gain for all of us
within our wider network, this is
certainly something we would
be keen to seek funding for
and replicate again when next
available.
This project was funded under
the Biodiversity On-Ground
Action Program, administered
by DELWP.

Multi-species
Cover Cropping
An innovative and exciting
approach to cover-cropping will
hopefully see farmers afforded
new income streams, storing
carbon in their soils, improving
their pasture production
through increases in soil
biological activity, improved
moisture absorption and
retention, and subsequently
helping to avoid the terrible
landscape deflation or windblown erosion experienced
by many landholders on the
Gippsland Coastal Plains in
March 2019.
Yarram Yarram Landcare
Network assisted by ‘Healthy
Farming Systems’ agronomist
Jade Killoran, are continuing
trials on three properties near
Woodside and Seaspray to
sow a varied mix of species;
including tillage radish, beans,
peas, ryegrass, chicory, vetch
and brassica; that is not widely
used in grazing or pasture
applications.
In high rainfall environments
this technique has seen pasture

For further information on any of our projects please contact: Jason Pickering,
YYLN Project Officer - Mob. 0429 775 875 or Email jasonp@wgcma.vic.gov.au
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production yields improve by 50
to 100 percent and despite the
eastern boundaries of our large
network, the area surrounding
Woodside, experiencing only an
average rainfall of around 600
mm, it is hoped that positive
outcomes will still be realised.
We have a commitment to
deliver three rounds of multispecies sowing, each time
returning to the same trial
sites to monitor and assess the
measurable benefits to both
the pastures and the livestock
that run on it. The plantings
will benefit from accumulation
and results are expected to
improve with each successive
season. Monitoring will involve
penetrometer readings,
vegetation biomass cuts with
both wet and dry weights and
livestock comparison weights.
Despite a later than anticipated
first sowing in the opening trial

season, and a compromised
second sowing given the
ground was too soft at some
locations to be able to drive the
plant and equipment across
the entirety of the plot at that
time (…not that we would
ever complain about too much
rainfall in these regions!), our
results have been varied but still
altogether encouraging.
I have had the pleasure
of revisiting all three sites
multiple times now with
Jade and we have both taken
encouragement by what we are
seeing on each visit. Our most
recent vegetation biomass cuts
were collected at the beginning
of November and have now
been submitted for further
analysis.
With the good recent rains
already experienced, along with
tailored landholder instruction
from Jade for ideal grazing

N

regimes to reduce interspecific
competition with native and
remnant pasture grasses, we
will ideally encounter further
the positive results at our next
round of monitoring.
For further information on
this project or to discuss your
eligibility for future iterations,
contact: Jason Pickering, Project
Officer at YYLN Mobile: 0429 775
875, Email: jasonp@wgcma.vic.
gov.au
This trial project was funded
by the National Landcare
Smart Farms Small Grants
program.

JARR Watermonitoring
Yarram Yarram Landcare
Network had received funding
to perform 12 months of

water monitoring at sites
across the Jack and Albert
River systems with the final
month of monitoring having
been completed in April 2021.
Final reporting for this project
has now been submitted for
acquittal.
The monitoring program
accounted for a wide variance
of locations, topographies, and
influential factors. There were
eight sites in total, three on the
Jack River and five on the Albert
River, and in collaboration these
sites cover both of the fresh
mountain headwaters and midreaches, the confluence of the
two rivers and ultimately just
prior to the saline estuary of this
combined water way.
As a reference, the location of
each monitoring site is simply
indicated by the yellow drop
pins on the Google Earth image
below, in reality, each site is

MAP SHOWING THE COLLECTION SITES FOR THE WATER MONITORING PROJECT

For information about what types of species work best in your area please go to: www.yylnreveg.org
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by Jason Pickering
GPS datum referenced so that
there can be absolute accuracy
with replication within future
monitoring events.
The recurrent monthly testing
included localised analysis of
temperature (air and water),
pH, electrical conductivity,
turbidity, dissolved oxygen,
total dissolved solids (ppm),
salt (ppm). It also records
observations of water and
weather condition incorporating
local rainfall data for the week
prior to each subsequent test
from the Bureau of Meteorology.
In addition to the localised
analysis, water samples from
six of the sites were sent to
ALS Water Resources Group
in Melbourne for laboratory
analysis determining the
specific concentrations of
nitrogen (NH3 and NOx) at each
site, as a key marker for fertiliser
laden inflows into both rivers
and ultimately Cornet Inlet and
Nooramunga.
The location of each of our
project monitoring sites was
chosen where possible to
closely align to some of the
previous WaterWatch testing
sites, many of which are now
unfortunately dormant in
monitoring activity, but in
this iteration, ours were all
accessible from public land to
facilitate unhindered ongoing
access.
As we hypothesised at project
commencement, data amassed
from our project when related
to available historic data,
elaborated not only what water
quality improvements have
occurred at specific locations
within the JARR catchment,

but also identified specific
geographic areas that require
future improvement.
The most notable changes
were predominantly reflected
through increases of NOx
(Oxidised Nitrogen) inflows
throughout the wetter months
of the year across multiple
sites. These sites were mostly
surrounded by cleared farmland
and within the middle reaches
of the river system before the
confluence.
These observations now provide
us an opportunity to explore
greater indigenous revegetation
within this area to intercept,
filter and slow these Nitrogen
rich inflows to the rivers and to
work with these landholders
to alter their livestock effluent
management.
Overall, our data contributes
increased knowledge for
the Yarram Yarram Landcare
Network with respect to
prioritising degraded locations
and determining the likelihood
of successful environmental
remediations for future riparian
project work.
The value of this particular
dataset is multifaceted for
our network, as it additionally
affords us an understanding
of the composition of the
water inputs from the Jack
and Albert River system into
Corner Inlet and Nooramunga,
which is crucial towards further
site selection and ultimately
the success of our ongoing
Broadleaf Seagrass Posidonia
australis restoration efforts
within that space.
Yarram Yarram Landcare
Network would like to see

FLOODING AT ALBERT RIVER SITE 2 - HIAWATHA

a continuation of this water
monitoring project to really
build a robust dataset that
covers multiple years of
routinely collected data and is
ideally expanded to include the
third major river of our network
catchment, in the Tarra River. We
will seek funding opportunities
as they present to hopefully
achieve this outcome.
The historic WaterWatch data
accessed for comparative
analysis, whilst interesting to
view, was very sporadically
collected, and not uniform in
its measured parameters and in
some locations had even been
inactive for up to the last two
decades. This was obviously not
sufficient for establishing trends
between the two datasets.
This project was funded by the
Wettenhall Environment Trust
under its Small Environmental
Grants Program.

Corner Inlet
Broadleaf
Seagrass

Restoration
Project
Our Corner Inlet Broadleaf
Seagrass Restoration Project will
again be the subject of intense
focus throughout the 2021-2022
summer.
The short ecological window to
consistently harvest available
ripe and viable fruit of Broadleaf
Seagrass Posidonia australis
means our efforts must also
be concentrated in this period
to achieve our best possible
restoration outcomes. With
this in mind, we have many
preparatory tasks to complete
between now and late
December, which from the data
of previous seasons appears
the earliest we can expect to
see reliable volumes of fruit
appearing en masse in their
floating rafts on the surface
waters of Corner Inlet.
A more detailed description
of our fruit collection and
propagule processing using
aquaculture tanks can be
recounted within ‘Yarram Yarram

For more information about our JARR projects please go to: www.jarrproject.org
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Landcare News, Vol:31 Autumn/
Winter 2020’.
We entered last year’s
seagrass restoration season
with such optimism, buoyed
by the successful outcomes
we achieved in 2019-2020,
but that quickly turned to
disappointment. Late in the
year of 2020 we became aware
that there wasn’t the usual
detectable presence of juvenile
seed capsules forming on the
mature seagrass plants. We
widely sent out feelers for more
information; to our academic
partners from the University
of Western Australia, other
project stakeholders and to our
much relied upon commercial
fisher partners. We spent days
on the Inlet, field-surveying at
multiple sites for evidence of
immature fruit forming, clinging
to the hope that it may have
just been a later fruiting season
or simply restricted to certain
locations within the 67,193-ha
expanse that is Corner Inlet and
Nooramunga.
It wasn’t to be, the fruit did not
eventuate at all. It has been
theorised as attributable to
multiple causes from a mild and
highly inconsistent summer,
to the effects of La Nina, to
vastly increased freshwater
inflows into Corner Inlet and
Nooramunga and the nutrient
rich turbid deposits suspended
within them. There seems no
definitive answer to the cause
and in reality, it was most
likely attributed to multiple
influences.
No Posidonia australis fruit
meant our aquaculture tanks
would remain empty and clearly
scuttled any planned direct

seeding deliverables being met,
but all was not lost, as we were
able to successfully engage in
preparation tasks for multiple
sites for this 2021-2022 season.
This summer we are ‘praying’
to mother nature for fruit! We
have ordered and collected
more sandbags and are poised
for some overdue marine
restoration activity!
We will continue to work
closely with our key partners,
the commercial fishers of
Corner Inlet. With fruit, we will
again explore the feasibility
of assisting the Corner Inlet
Fisheries Association to install
their own aquaculture system
at Port Franklin, replicating
in smaller scale what we
have previously managed at
the Gippsland Ports facility
at Port Welshpool. This new
aquaculture system will be
maintained and replenished
with fruit collected by the
fishers and then when ready,
the propagules can be collected
from the system and deployed
into our predetermined Corner
Inlet restoration sites by the very
same people who collected the
fruit. How cool is this!
After our unforeseen delay last
season, a revisited focus for this
summer with close consultation
of our Port Albert commercial
fishers, will be to identify
and restore more sites within
Nooramunga or our eastern end
of Corner Inlet. Earlier trial sites
here provided valuable insights
into stronger ocean current or
more tidally dynamic areas and
our learnings from the more
successful western trial sites
will be utilised for increasing
our chances of successful

N

restoration outcomes more
locally.
With the ongoing effect of
COVID and its associated border
restrictions, our University
of Western Australia marine
scientists have been forced to
offer academic support through
desktop analysis only for the
past two years. Hopefully we get
some relief soon and we may
again have in-person access to
their expertise late in February
2022, fingers crossed!
For further information on
this project or to register your
willingness to volunteer, as
we always need help filling
sandbags among other tasks,
contact: Jason Pickering, Project
Officer at YYLN Mobile: 0429 775
875, Email: jasonp@wgcma.vic.
gov.au
Our current Corner Inlet
Broadleaf Seagrass restoration
project has been delivered
in two phases; with phase
one funded by the Victorian
Government (DELWP) through a
Biodiversity On-Ground Action
Grant, phase two is funded
by the Federal Government’s
Department of Agriculture as
part of the National Landcare
Program’s Smart Farms Grants.

Victorian
Landcare Grant
Projects
We are pleased to announce
that Yarram Yarram Landcare
Network has been successfully
funded for four upcoming VLG
projects. This is a terrific result
for our network and testament

to the hard work that goes
into writing successful funding
applications.
The four projects are:
• Improving bird habitat in
the lower Albert River and
Nooramunga Ramsar Site;
• Establishing new riparian
zones and improving water
quality for the Tarra River;
• Connecting remnant
vegetation patches in the
Gippsland Coastal Plain;
and
• Creating and monitoring
habitat for owls, gliders, and
other endangered species in
the Strzelecki Ranges’.
These projects are not only
all diverse in the ecological
improvements they will deliver,
but their individual locations are
also widely varied and spread
throughout our network which
is really pleasing.
The fourth of the successfully
funded projects, listed above,
was applied for and will be
deliverable by Wonyip Landcare
Group, of the Yarram Yarram
Landcare Network, with the
support of the Yarram Yarram
Landcare Network.
The announcements took
a while longer than we all
expected due to the ongoing
pandemic, but we are now very
excited to begin progression
with each of the projects.
These four projects are all
funded by the Victorian
State Government under the
Victorian Landcare Grants
program. ■

For further information on any of our projects please contact: Jason Pickering,
YYLN Project Officer - Mob. 0429 775 875 or Email jasonp@wgcma.vic.gov.au
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SCOTT ELLIOTT LEADING THE CHARGE IN PLACING SANDBAGS AT CORNER INLET

Your local contacts within the Yarram Yarram Landcare Network
BINGINWARRI LANDCARE SUB GROUP

HEDLEY/NINE MILE CREEK LSG

Contact: Craig Moore
Phone: 0437 357 121
Email:
craigmdirect@gmail.com

Contact: Barbara Waterman
Phone: 0419 373 371

Contact: Maree Avery
Phone: 0421 222 242
Email:
maree@skymesh.com.au

WOODSIDE LANDCARE GROUP

MERRIMAN CREEK LANDCARE GROUP

Contact: Jane Gordon
Phone: 5187 1400
Email:
woodsidelandcare@gmail.com

Contact: Melissa Ainsworth
Phone: 5146 8328
Email:
mel.ainsworth@me.com

WONYIP LANDCARE GROUP

WON WRON DEVON NORTH LSG

Contact: Helen Spittle
Phone: 0425 710 001
Email:
helenf.spittle@gmail.com

Contact: Emily Physick

Contact: Gus Hughes

Phone:
Email:

Phone:
Email:

ALBERT RIVER LANDCARE GROUP

Email:

barbara@setc.net.au

0467 000 935
yyln@wgcma.vic.gov.au

YARRAM URBAN LANDCARE GROUP

Contact: Peter Hill
Phone: N/A
Email:
hilly52@gmail.com
MADALYA LANDCARE SUB GROUP

5185 1333
angushughes1@outlook.com

2 Livingston Rd
T: 1300 094 262
Yarram, Vic 3971
E: yyln@wgcma.vic.gov.au
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